The following course and program proposals have been approved by Fiona Lees, Enrolment Services, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
B.Sc.(Ag.Env.Sc.); Minor in Ecological Agriculture (24 cr.) – complementary courses deleted, complementary course added, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: To reduce the need for course substitutions; courses removed that are no longer offered regularly.
B.Sc.(Ag.Env.Sc.); Specialization in Ecological Agriculture (24 cr.) – complementary courses deleted, complementary course added, how complementary courses chosen revised, some complementary courses moved to other groups within same heading. Rationale: To reduce the need for course substitutions; courses removed that are no longer offered regularly.
B.Sc.(Nutr.Sc.); Major in Dietetics (115 cr.) – program note revised, required course deleted, required courses added. Rationale: Required course replaced with two courses of same value - to avoid impacting a student’s CGPA if student failed the 14-credit course.

Faculty of Arts
B.A.; Minor Concentration in Indigenous Studies (18 cr.) – complementary course deleted. Rationale: Course not appropriate for program.
B.A.; Minor Concentration in Canadian Ethnic and Racial Studies (18 cr.) – complementary courses deleted and added. Rationale: Course updates.

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies
Faculty of Law
LL.M. in Law (45 cr.) – credit weight increased for some required courses, required credits increased, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to courses.
LL.M. in Law; Non-Thesis (45 cr.) – credit weight increased for some required courses, required credits increased, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to courses.
LL.M. in Law; Air and Space Law (45 cr.) – credit weight increased for some required courses, credit weight decreased for a required course, required credits adjusted. Rationale: Updates to courses.
LL.M. in Law; Non-Thesis - Air and Space Law (45 cr.) – required courses deleted, credit weight increased for some required courses, required credits adjusted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Updates to courses.
LL.M. in Law; Bioethics (45 cr.) – credit weight increased for some required courses, required credits increased, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to courses.
LL.M. in Law; Comparative Law (45 cr.) – credit weight increased for some required courses, required credits increased, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to courses.
LL.M. in Law; Non-Thesis - Comparative Law (45 cr.) – credit weight increased for some required courses, required credits increased, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to courses.
LL.M. in Law; Environment (45 cr.) – a required course deleted, required courses added, required credits increased, complementary courses deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to courses. **ES Comments/Corrections:** What is the purpose of the addition of the last paragraph concerning “The remaining 3 credits are chosen …” – there are no “remaining 3 credits” and the preceding sentence already stipulates 500 level or higher and approved by committees. Are the sentences to be combined?
LL.M. in Law; Non-Thesis - Environment (45 cr.) – a required course deleted, credit weight increased for some required courses, required credits adjusted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Updates to courses.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies
Faculty of Law [continued]

D.C.L. (0 cr.) - credit weight increased for the complementary courses, complementary credits revised. Rationale: Updates to courses.

D.C.L. in Air and Space Law (0 cr.) - credit weight increased for the complementary courses, complementary credits revised. Rationale: Updates to courses.

D.C.L. in Comparative Law (0 cr.) - credit weight increased for the complementary courses, complementary credits revised. Rationale: Updates to courses.

Schulich School of Music

Graduate Diploma in Performance (30 cr.) – complementary courses deleted and added, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: To provide more flexibility.

Graduate Artist Diploma (30 cr.) – required course deleted, required credits decreased, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased. Rationale: To provide more flexibility.

SCTP Comments/Corrections: Program title corrected – no major was proposed for this program [see SCTP Minutes of November 12, 2015]. Required course MUSR 692 removed from required courses and moved to complementary group because not all students need to take this course – credits adjusted accordingly.

Retirements
Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies
Faculty of Law

LL.M. in Law; European Studies (46-47 cr.). Rationale: This program has had zero enrolment.

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New

Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences

ANSC 555 The Use and Welfare of Animals (3 cr.);
NUTR 508 Professional Practice Stage 4A (7 cr.) [PRN 13152]. Affected program revised. ES Comments/Corrections: Revise Campus to read “Off-Campus”. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; title revised to be consistent with existing Stage courses under NUTR;
NUTR 509 Professional Practice Stage 4B (7 cr.) [PRN 13154]. Affected program revised. ES Comments/Corrections: Revise Campus to read “Off-Campus”. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted; title revised to be consistent with existing Stage courses under NUTR.

Faculty of Arts

ANTH 515 The Archaeology of Politics (3 cr.) [PRN 12895];
ANTH 701 PhD Comprehensive Examination (0 cr.) [PRN 12485]. Affected programs revised. ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate hrs/wk and total hrs/wk as 0, effective term revised to “201809”;
ANTH 702 PhD Proposal Defence (0 cr.). Affected programs revised. ES Comments/Corrections: Effective term revised to “201809”; SCTP Comments/Corrections: Correct spelling of eCalendar title – “Defense” should read “Defence”;
JWST 311 Gender in Jewish History (3 cr.) [PRN 12838];
RELG 254 Intro to Yoga Traditions (3 cr.) [PRN 12977]. Affected programs indicated. ES Comments/Corrections: Confirm effective date was not meant as “201809”;
INDG 450 INDG Field Course (3 cr.) [PRN 12952]. ES Comments/Corrections: Only prerequisite INDG 200 should be built in Banner; textual (Minerva) prerequisite should include INDG 401 option;
LACS 480 LACS Reading Course (3 cr.) [PRN 13056]. Affected programs indicated. ES Comments/Corrections: Official title revised to match Calendar title; effective term revised to “201809”; indicate “Yes” for slot course – as per description.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New [continued]

Faculty of Medicine
PSYT 701 Comp Exam Mental Health (0 cr.) [PRN 12383] [original proposal approved by ES April 20, 2017 withdrawn];
NUR2 534 Health Assessment/Anatomy 1 (3 cr.) [13082].

Schulich School of Music
MUIN 637 Gr Cert Conducting Tutorial 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 12948]. ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Correct program title in restriction;
MUIN 638 Gr Cert Conducting Tutorial 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 12949]. ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Correct program title in restriction;
MUPG 648 Gr Cert Conducting Project (4 cr.) [PRN 12766].

Revisions

Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
ENVB 497 Research Project 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 12929] – restriction, supplementary info. ES Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to either 201805 or 201809 – confirm which is preferred;
NUTR 209 Professional Practice Stage 1B (2 cr.) [PRN 13142] – supplementary info. ES Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to either 201805 or 201809 – confirm which is preferred;
NUTR 311 Professional Practice Stage 2B (5 cr.) [PRN 13143] – supplementary info. ES Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to either 201805 or 201809 – confirm which is preferred;
NUTR 408 Professional Practice Stage 3A (1 cr.) [PRN 13144] – supplementary info. ES Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to either 201805 or 201809 – confirm which is preferred;
NUTR 409 Professional Practice Stage 3B (9 cr.) [PRN 13145] – supplementary info. ES Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to either 201805 or 201809 – confirm which is preferred;
NUTR 510 Professional Practice- Stage 4 (14 cr.) [PRN 13146] – supplementary info. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Confirmation is needed as to why this course is being revised when it is being split into two courses – see NUTR 508 and NUTR 509; this course should be retired at this time – confirm that this may be done at this time; if not, revise effective term to either 201805 or 201809 – confirm which is preferred;

Faculty of Arts
HISP 241 Survey of Spanish Lit&Cult 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 12960] – title. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Transcript title revised according to Calendar title;
HISP 242 Survey of Spanish Lit&Cult 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 12961] – title. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Transcript title revised according to Calendar title;
HISP 243 Survey of Lat Amer Lit&Cult 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 12962] – title. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Transcript title revised according to Calendar title;
HISP 244 Survey of Lat Amer Lit&Cult 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 12963] – title. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Transcript title revised according to Calendar title;
HISP 321 Hispanic Lit – 18th Century (3 cr.) [PRN 12964] – title;
HISP 328 Lit of Ideas: Latin America (3 cr.) [PRN 13029] – title;
HISP 332 Latin Amer Lit of 19th Cent (3 cr.) [PRN 13066] – title;
HISP 333 Theatre,Perf&Politics:Lat Amer (3 cr.) [PRN 12965] – title. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Transcript title revised according to Calendar title;
HISP 340 Latin American Cinema (3 cr.) [PRN 13030] – title;
HISP 350 SpanLit from 1898 to Civil War (3 cr.) [PRN 13067] – title, description;
HISP 352 Latin American Novel (3 cr.) [PRN 13032] – title;
HISP 356 Latin American Short Story (3 cr.) [PRN 13033] – title;
HISP 437 Colonial/Postcolonial Latin Am (3 cr.) [PRN 13028] – title, description;
HISP 439 Topics: Latin American Lit (3 cr.) [PRN 13034] – title;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions

Faculty of Arts [continued]
HISP 454 Major Figures: Span Lit&Cult (3 cr.) [PRN 12966] – title. **SCTP Comments/Corrections**: Transcript title revised according to Calendar title.
HISP 455 Major Figures: Lat Am Lit&Cult (3 cr.) [PRN 12967] – title. **SCTP Comments/Corrections**: Transcript title revised according to Calendar title.
Poli 381 Politics in Japan and S Korea (3 cr.) [PRN 12123] – title, description, supplementary info. **ES Comments/Corrections**: Revise effective date to read “201809”.

SWRK 325 Anti-Oppression SW Practice (3 cr.) [PRN 12922] – restriction. **ES Comments/Corrections**: Revise effective date to read “201809”.

INTD 350 Culture and Development (3 cr.) [PRN 12533] – restriction. **ES Comments/Corrections**: Revise effective date to read “201809”.
INTD 397 Topics in Int’l Development (3 cr.) [PRN 12532] – restriction. **ES Comments/Corrections**: Revise effective date to read “201809”.
INTD 497 Research Sem on Int’l Dvlpmt (3 cr.) [PRN 12514] – description, restriction. **ES Comments/Corrections**: Revise effective date to read “201809”.

Faculty of Education
EDEC 253, 253D1/D2 Second Prof Seminar (K/Elem) (1 cr.) [PRN 13208] – prerequisites, corequisites; **SCTP Comments/Corrections**: Why is the total number of weeks 12 instead of 13?

Faculty of Law
LAWG 601 Communication 1 (1.5 cr.) [PRN 13085] – credit weight, hrs/wk for schedule types, description; LAWG 602 Communication 2 (1.5 cr.) [PRN 13086] – credit weight, hrs/wk for schedule types, description, prerequisites; **ASPL 690 Master’s Thesis 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 13088] – credit weight, hrs/wk for schedule type. **SCTP Comments/Corrections**: Why is the total number of weeks 12 instead of 13?

Desautels Faculty of Management
INSY 450 IS Project Management (3 cr.) [PRN 13189] – prerequisites, restriction; MGCR 293 Managerial Economics (3 cr.) [PRN 13187] – restriction. **ES Comments/Corrections**: Revised restriction corrected to read “Not ... ECON 230D1/D2 and ECON 250D1/D2.”

MRKT 452 Consumer Behaviour (3 cr.) [PRN 13190] – prerequisites, restriction.

Faculty of Medicine
NUR2 535 Health Assessment 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 13081] – credit weight, schedule types/course activities and hrs/wk, title, prerequisites, corequisites, restriction, supplementary info. **SCTP Comments/Corrections**: Should this title not match that of NUR2 534 – i.e., include “/Anatomy”? Why is passing grade for prerequisite course higher than the norm of B+, when the pass for undergraduate-level courses is C? If the pass is to be higher than the norm, a note needs to be added to supplementary info informing students.
PHTH 554 PT Cardiorespiratory Rehab. (2 cr.) [PRN 13160] – split of PHTH 552, number, title, course activities/schedule types and hrs/wk, description, prerequisites. **ES Comments/Corrections**: Description revised to read “Introduction to the principles …”. **SCTP Comments/Corrections**: Indicate six affected courses and one affected program – suggestion when listing the affected courses, indicate: prerequisite that includes PHTH 552 be indicated as “… PHTH 552 [or PHTH 554 and PHTH 564]”; PHTH 564 Integrated Cardioresp. Rehab. (3 cr.) [PRN 13160] – second half of split of PHTH 552. **ES Comments/Corrections**: Title abbreviation revised; description revised to read “Building on previously learned knowledge of cardiorespiratory physiotherapy, students will gain …”
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions [continued]
Schulich School of Music
MUEN 696 Opera Theatre (1 cr.) [PRN 12951] – credit weight, prerequisites, slot status.

Retirements
Faculty of Arts
ANTH 702 Adv Anthropological Theory (3 cr.) [PRN 12604]. Affected programs revised;
HISP 351 Spanish-American Novel 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 13068]. Affected programs indicated;
HISP 380 Global Spanish (3 cr.) [PRN 12972]. \textit{SCTP Comments/Corrections}: Indicate six affected programs;
HISP 390 Spanish Through the Centuries (3 cr.) [PRN 12973]. \textit{SCTP Comments/Corrections}: Indicate six affected programs;
HISP 410 Investigating Spanish Grammar (3 cr.) [PRN 12974]. \textit{SCTP Comments/Corrections}: Indicate four affected programs;
GERM 330 Landeskunde (3 cr.) [PRN 13037]. \textit{SCTP Comments/Corrections}: Indicate two affected programs;
GERM 511 Middle High German Literature (3 cr.) [PRN 13038]. \textit{SCTP Comments/Corrections}: Indicate two affected programs.

Faculty of Education
EDEE 474 Problems of the Environment (3 cr.) [PRN 13107]. See proposal for EDEC 374; affected program indicated.

Faculty of Medicine
PHTH 552 Cardiorespiratory Rehab (5 cr.) [PRN 13160]. See proposal for PHTH 554 [affected courses and program need to be indicated].

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP